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is now the official newsletter of the Council of EAA Chapters of South Africa, following a
number of requests from various chapters. The decision for this development was taken at the Special General
Meeting of EAA of SA on 22 January at the EAA Auditorium at Rand Airport. CONTACT has already established a
wide distribution throughout SA as well as the USA, UK, NZ and AUS. We would greatly appreciate the
cooperation of the Chapter Chairmen in forwarding CONTACT to their members and all other interested
parties. As the compiler of CONTACT, I am honoured by the change and will strive to reflect the happenings of
all Chapters in South Africa. However, I am only able to report on EAA Chapter matters if I’m supplied with
appropriate material. I call on the Chapter Chairmen and the members to submit items of interest by the last
Wednesday of the month. Everyone would like to know what flies in and around your Chapter, what projects
are on the go and maybe your views on what other Chapters are doing. Articles and photos should be sent to
editor@afskies.co.za or karlpix@icon.co.za Please don’t fret about grammar, spelling, etc. We will work on any
material and photos submitted in .jpg format. I look forward to your contributions. Please note, for the
distribution of CONTACT to work plus other EAA related communications, it is absolutely vital for all our
members and friends to update their email addresses and contact details with Trixie Heron
editor@afskies.co.za so that CONTACT becomes truly reflective of EAA in SA.

Karl Jensen

1. EAA CHAPTER 322 MONTHLY MEETING WEDNESDAY 2 FEB 19H00
VENUE: Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall, Edenvale. GUEST SPEAKER: Captain Laurie Kay will do a talk on flying over the 9/11 site 10
days after the event in a US government helicopter, Kruger Park flight operations and leading a formation of Boeing 747s
over the inauguration of the State President.

2. EAA FLYING LEGENDS TALK SHOW THURSDAY 10 FEB 18H30 for 19H30
VENUE: EAA Auditorium, Rand Airport GUEST: SAAF General (Retired) Otto Schur

3. EAA CHAPTER 973 MONTHLY MEETING SATURDAY 19 FEB 14H00
VENUE: Greyvenstein Hangar, Krugersdorp Airfield

4. EAA CHAPTER 575 AGM SATURDAY 26 FEB 14H00
VENUE: EAA Hangar, Springs Airfield

5. EAA 322 SUN N FUN FLY-IN & MILE HIGH AIRSHOW 19 -21 MARCH
VENUE: Volksrust Airfield hosted by EAA Chapter 1502 Volksrust
CONTACT: Hannelie van der Walt hannelie@placo.co.za or 082 379 0346
6. EAA FESTIVAL OF FLIGHT - TEDDERFIELD -1 MAY
CONTACT: Bill Keil billkeil@vodamail.co.za and 079 525 7822

7. NYLSTROOM EAA TAILDRAGGER FLY-IN WEEKEND 16 -17 JULY
CONTACT: Richard Nicholson rgn@pcwireless.co.za and 082 490 6227

DIARISE
THESE
DATES
Please submit details of
your Chapter events

8. EAA ANNUAL CONVENTION AND FLY-IN EAST LONDON 6 - 9 AUGUST
CONTACT: James Wardle jgmj@absamail.co.za
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LETTER FROM THE NEWLY ELECTED PRESIDENT OF EAA OF SOUTH AFRICA - Paul Lastrucci
Greetings to all Members of EAA South Africa
Following on from the EAA of SA Special General Meeting on 22 January 2011, many
thanks to Karl Jensen and team who superbly convened a well attended EAA SGM
held at the EAA auditorium at Rand Airport.
Certainly it is an honour and a privilege to represent the EAA as the National
President along with Vice President Noel Otten, AP Representatives Hennie
Roets, Peter Lastrucci and Rudi Greyling. Safety Officer Paul Sabatier, not
forgetting Treasurer Archie Kemp, National Secretary Wolfgang Vormbaum,
Auditorium Coordinator Jeremy Woods, National Media/PRO Trixie Heron, and the EAA of SA Chapter Chairmen
who have been an integral part of the National Council for some time.
A look ahead at this year that I am sure will present new opportunities and challenges within the EAA. Foremost
in this role, is to lead this organisation of enthusiastic members, passionate aviators, builders, special interest
groups, and the ever important volunteers, to build on the good work already done by EAA SA, past and current
chapter chairpersons, office bearers and members. The excitement and possibilities that are commensurate with
the joys of flight must remain well entrenched and experienced within this organisation.
Undoubtedly, there are some rising challenges facing general aviation and particularly sport aviation here in
South Africa today. In order for us to meet these challenges, a first thought is to build on the EAA strengths. As an
example: There is a vast amount of expertise that exists in the various disciplines within the membership of the
EAA chapters here in South Africa. I am sure that with an arsenal like this we can meet and exceed these
challenges.
There is much work to do, particularly around some of the regulatory issues, which in many instances stifles
innovation and hampers the creative expertise within the folk and ambit of grassroots aviation. This is probably
not going to be easy, and at the risk of oversimplifying this I believe a guided common sense approach free of
personal heat, almost always reveals the answers needed to be turned into tangible actions which can be
planned and delivered.
Equally, maintaining resolute on a major EAA fundamental principle, which is affordability for builders and flyers
of NTCA and Amateur Built aircraft. Having said that, standards throughout the envelope which govern safety and
allows us to rise above the suburbs every other Saturday should not be compromised! We cannot jeopardise the
flying and building privileges that already exist and those we wish to have.
I plan to work closely together with the Civil Aviation Authority, the Aero Club and AOPA to assist where we can
and deal with barriers and areas of concern, enabling us to continue the legacy of our great organisation.
As always, another important pillar this year is the youth, through the Young Eagles and the Next Step
programme, and maybe it’s time to whisper to the fuel companies again for some help as was done in the
past! The Next Step programme, however, does not focus entirely on first flight, and ideas like outings to venues
like the SAAF museum, chapter projects, project milestones and other aviation learning opportunities the EAA
Chapters and members can present can be explored to ensure our bit, in this very important industry feeder.
Ladies, Gentlemen, favourite sons, daughters, cuzzins, bros and sis, uncles, aunts, grammas and grampas, I urge
involvement; ideas must flow, so let’s haul out our thinking caps to ensure a continued vibrant EAA within our
shores in the years ahead.
Good to be on board,

Paul

NATIONAL PRESIDENT:
Paul Lastrucci
NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT:
Noel Otten
TREASURER:
Archie Kemp
SECRETARY:
Wolfgang Vormbaum
AUDITORIUM CONVENOR: Jeremy Woods..
NATIONAL MEDIA/PRO:
Trixie Heron
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Hennie Roets, Peter Lastrucci, Rudi Greyling
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Willie Bezuidenhout
NATIONAL SAFETY OFFICER: Paul Sabatier
AIR SHOW CONVENOR:
Bill Keil
YOUNG EAGLES:
Jayson van Schalkwyk
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ALL EAA CHAPTER CHAIRMEN
CH 973 Krugersdorp:
Christa Greyvenstein
CH 575 East Rand:
Vernon McLaren
CH 322 Midrand:
Karl Jensen
CH 870 Kroonstad:
Niel Terblanche
CH 1501 Volksrust:
Jan Kemp
CH 1502 East Coast:
Dave Grosvenor
CH 1262 East London:
James Wardle
CH 778 Port Elizabeth:
Régo Burger
CH 592 Cape Town: John van Niekerk (inactive)
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EAA FESTIVAL OF FLIGHT at TEDDERFIELD on 1 MAY 2011 - by Bill Keil
By consensus, EAA Chapter 322 in conjunction with EAA Council, decided to
organise an airshow at Tedderfield on 1 May 2011. The intent is to raise funds to
erect a hangar on ground that has been donated for this purpose. The date of
the airshow is rapidly approaching and we need to appoint persons for the
following tasks. These have been reduced in commitment so that nobody is
saddled with an overwhelming responsibility.
Positions required to be filled are Manager of:
1. Car park facility and traffic control
2. Toilet and waste management
3. Fire and emergency facilities
4. Visiting pilots and planes
5. Invitations and follow-up to book stands for exhibits and sales
6. Planning flying exhibits
7. Finances
8. Ground handling of aircraft (arrival, parking and departure)
The individuals above will form the management team for the show. We will need to have regular contact from
now on. This will be by phone and email rather than group meetings. It will also give each participant excellent
exposure to airshow planning and management, thus relieving Mrs Keil's little Billy-boy of future annual stress!
Step up to the plate and be part of the team! Cheers, Bill Keil billkeil@vodamail.co.za cc karlpix@icon.co.za

FISH RIVER CANYON FLY-IN - info from Mike Brown EAA Chapter 322
All are invited to join me and a couple of friends for a fly-in to the Fish River Canyon from 18 to 20 February
2011. I negotiated a block booking with reduced fees for the weekend. Normal fee is R4,700.00 p/p but for our
group R1,700.00 p/p sharing. This is an all-inclusive price for accommodation, all meals, some drinks and all
activities. Not for a night, but the whole weekend!
Accommodation will be in the four-star Vogelstrausskluft Country Lodge, www.vogelstrausskluft.com
On Saturday 19 February we will drive with 4x4 vehicles right into the Fish River Canyon where we will have
lunch. The runway is FYVK and is extended to 2000m. Elevation is 3000 ft. Special arrangements with customs
will be made at FAUP and FYKT. Fuel (AVGAS and MOGAS) will be available on request. Interested aviators
contact hannelie.ludik@vogelstrausskluft.com
Please do not use the online registration as you will be charged normal fees.

If you don’t have an aircraft, Jeff Earle is offering seats in his Twin Comanche and Jeremy Woods in his
Comanche on a cost-sharing basis. Jeff 083 652 1002 / Jeremy 082 883 0436
MISSION AVIATION FELLOWSHIP FUNDRAISER
Submitted by Régo Burger Chapter 778 Port Elizabeth
We have an EXCITING new fundraiser coming up on 17 March 2011 - we’re all going to go see NITE FEVER at the Barnyard Theatre at
Cresta, Jhb. This event could bring in R30,000 if we sell 400 tickets - which, with your well connected social circles, should be doable!
If you can, please try to sell 1 table (of 8, 10 or 12 seats per table) but don’t stop there! Please ask at your churches and your friends if
they would like to buy a ticket for R135 to go see the awesome production at the Barnyard! And with every ticket sold, R75 goes to MAF!
But wait, there’s more! R30 000 will go a long way towards getting Ester the Cessna Caravan into the
air and to people who so desperately need what she carries… Jenna Dowsley, Marketing and Events Coordinator

Please note that the EAA subs are made up as follows:
National membership of EAA SA
R215.00
Chapter membership
R200.00
Aero Club SA membership
R270.00 (increased by 8% for 2011)

If you do not own an aircraft you need only join the relevant EAA Chapter.
If you haven’t received your invoice, please email Joan Hepburn jyh@mweb.co.za
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Left: SAA B747400 Full Flight
simulator at SAA
Training Centre at
OR Tambo Airport
Right: In the B747
-400 simulator
before take-off.
L to R Andy
Lawrence, Deena
Gounden, Karl
Jensen, Frank
Bonfils-Persson

JUST ONE OF THE PERKS OF BEING AN EAA MEMBER - by Stephen Theron EAA Chapter 322
I arrived on the flight deck of ZS SAV, a Boeing 747400 to find Captain K (for Kidd) in the right seat having
already done the pre-flight and was going through the
cockpit checks. I hung up my jacket and then
proceeded to make myself comfortable in the left
seat. I placed the seat belt loosely on my lap to ensure
it did not get caught in the floor railings as I moved
my electrically controlled seat into position, carefully
making sure that the black cross on the left window
frame was still in my peripheral vision. Then I
connected my seat belt. We were already lined up on
the runway on the centre line. After brief but exact
instructions from Captain K, I placed my feet on the
toe brakes and released the park brake. Placing my
feet lower down the pedals, I immediately applied
power bring the thrust levers to 90˚, the engines
spoiled up, oh! what a tremendous thrill. I could
almost smell the Jet A1. As we blasted down the
runway I checked the speed and rotated at 145 knots
as instructed, then climbed at 165 knots to 7000ft,
Captain K got the gear and flaps, to level off at 200
knots (wow this is fast). Turning out to the right for
my first circuit in a Jumbo and my first at ORTIA,

Willie Bodenstein and Jonty Caplan avoiding
a midair in the SAA Airbus A320 simulator

crosswind for one minute then right again, spotting
the runway below out of the right window. Downwind
parallel to the runway until just passing threshold
then base, Capt K again got the flaps and gear, at the
same time keeping an eye on the threshold, then
turning onto final. Reducing speed while remaining on
heading for the threshold, as I got closer and on short
finals I over corrected, first to the right and then to
the left. Fortunately Capt K was there to act as a
dampener to my overreaction. Landed, on the runway
nogal, power off then full reverse thrust, the flight
deck angled nose first for the runway but I was
assured that all was fine. I applied brakes while
removing reverse thrust and we stopped on the
runway of Oliver Tambo International Airport in a
Jumbo 747…
Okay. So it was a simulator. Amazingly, no harm done!
On 27 January 20 other EAA members and I were
TREATED to 10 or so minutes each with Karl Jensen
and Lex Erasmus “instructing” us in the sim at SAA. It
was like a dream, I’m still pinching myself. Thanks,
Capt Karl, for making this dream a reality for so many
of us.

Athol Franz
Speechless!

Jonty Caplan and Wolfgang Vormbaum in the
SAA Boeing 737-800 simulator

THE NEW LOOK REVAMPED AND UPDATED EAA OF SA WEBSITE HAS LANDED www.eaa.org.za
Visit our new website and register to participate as one of our fabulous fraternity of flying enthusiasts. Thanks
to our webmaster Willie Bezuidenhout who is still working on the development of the site. The basics are in
place and every Chapter can post their news, views, projects and photos. We’ve needed this new website like a
scampering squirrel chasing its nuts (howzat, Uncle Bill?) So let’s log in and have fun!
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The EAA of SA National Special General Meeting on
Saturday 22 January 2011 at the Auditorium was a
good experience for me. Most of the members who
really care about the ongoing existence of the EAA in
SA attended or tendered apologies.

Attendees at the SGM in the EAA Auditorium

It was gratifying to
chair a meeting of
enthusiastic and
concerned members.
I had been stressing,
unnecessarily as it
turned out, about
the preparations for a successful meeting. The
grounds were badly overgrown and the interior
needed some TLC to make the place look acceptable.
I must thank the individuals who contributed
enormously to the preparations for the day. Ron van
Lear has been keeping an eye on the flooding
problem to ensure that it is kept under control,
necessitating several visits to work on the drainage,
assisted by Jonty Caplan. Unsolicited and out of his
own generosity, Caterer Ron supplied boerewors rolls
to all who cared to participate.

Ron van Lear

Eugene Couzyn’s arrived
in his Alouette II

Claus Keuchel took some of his workers to Rand on
Friday. He spent the afternoon until sunset cutting
most of the waist-high grass, in the process incurring
huge expense for replacement parts for his machines
that got damaged. On Saturday, Barman Claus
ensured that there was a cash float for the pub
with tea and coffee at nominal cost - a very popular
service. After the meeting, Claus kept the pub open
for about 2 hours. Before I locked up, there was a lot
of happy noise coming from the pub and all crockery
and glasses had been washed too, thanks to Fanie
“die opskep slet” Bezuidenhout.

Archie Kemp is like the motto of one of the SAAF
squadrons - he comes quietly, but uses a big stick.
Archie is ever generous with signage for the EAA.
I shudder to think of what the cost to our association
would be if we had to pay for what Archie does for
us. He had two of his faithful workers arrive on
Saturday in a 3-tonner with brush cutters. They made
quick work of cleaning up the longer grass that Claus
was unable to handle on Friday. They also removed
the feral peach tree that obscures the north wall of
the Auditorium from the road. While we were
yakking inside, the guys affixed 4 enormous metal
boards to the wall. This is the base for a magnificent
sign that is to be applied soon.
I don’t do vacuum cleaning - if possible. I pay
someone to do this. Dr Mike Brown and Ron van Lear
with no qualms climbed into this chore before the
meeting and ensured that the Auditorium looked
absolutely spic and span while I set up the meeting
papers and the audio/sound equipment.
Gavin van der Berg volunteered to set up his Skype
facility to enable 5 additional members from distant
centres to actively take part in the meeting. This is a
fabulous facility that, with a little tweaking, will
enable active participation by those who are unable
to attend.

L to R Paul Sabatier, Hennie Roets, Paul Lastrucci, Trixie
Heron, Ron Wheeldon (at back), Peter Lastrucci, Karl Jensen

Trixie Heron is ever helpful. She does not have to be
asked to carry out any tasks, she is a ball of
enthusiasm for anything to do with EAA. Trixie stood
in for Wolfgang Vormbaum, our National Secretary
who was unable to be present. Despite a very
uncomfortable eye injury, without complaining,
Trixie carried out the secretarial function and also
prompted me on several matters that needed the
attention of the meeting. Get well soon Trixie.
Thanks to Archie, ‘Padre’ Russell Dold and Celia
Lastrucci for handling the vote counting.
A special thanks must go to each and every one of
you who took the trouble to attend from far and
wide. If I’m not mistaken, Peter Howe was from the
remotest location near Graaff-Reinet.
At times I’ve felt rather gloomy about EAA in SA’s
functioning, but at the SGM my view was revitalised
by those members who were prepared to stand for
office. Yippeee!
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…Continued from Page 5

Congratulations once again to our
fresh National President Paul
Lastrucci, Vice President Noel
Otten, A/P Representative team
of Hennie Roets, Peter Lastrucci
and Rudi Greyling and National
Safety Officer Paul Sabatier.
You all add to a strong team that
will I’m sure bring fresh impetus
to our Association.

…continued on Page 4

Gavin vd Berg
manning Skype

Mike Brown

Trixie Heron
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Ron Wheeldon

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS WOLDOW - Our Chapter 322 Member in the USA
It is bitter cold here, below 0 Fahrenheit (-19 C), so I am not out flying. The performance would be
great, but I wouldn't fit with the bundle of clothes that would
be necessary.
Hopefully you will be able make it this year to Oshkosh or other summer flying
events when it is much more pleasant here. We have planes and housing waiting
for your arrival. Take care and keep in touch. Ric Woldow
(At -19ᵅC, it is no wonder there is little flying activity. How ’bout y’all
comin’ to our Sun n Fun - Karl)
Ric’s and Chad’s T-6 seen from the Stearman

After a lengthy grounding and refurbishment, Gordon Dyne’s
has re-emerged in fresh navy blue livery, joining his other toys and cutting a dash through the skies.
BEFORE

BOOK REVIEW - DUEL OF EAGLES, author PETER TOWNSEND - by Karl Jensen
You good people who attended our Chapter 322 December 2010 meeting very kindly gave
me the book supplied by Brian Appleton DUEL OF EAGLES. Well, this was a
marvellous gesture that I really appreciate. I have now read the book from cover to
cover and thoroughly enjoyed it. A subtitle on the cover correctly describes it as
“The greatest book on the Battle of Britain ever written”. Since my involvement with
the Royal Air Force Officers’ Club, I have been involved in their annual Battle of
Britain (BoB) commemorations and this makes the book even more topical. At our
EAA Flying Legends Talk Shows, I have had the honour to interview several Spitfire
pilots. This has aroused my deeper interest in the BoB and this wonderful book has
satiated my curiosity in that epic air battle. The BoB was one of the most influential
battles that swung World War II in favour of the Allies. Britain came perilously close to
being beaten by Germany when England was down to 127 fighter aircraft against overwhelming odds by the
Luftwaffe.
The gallantry and skill of the RAF fighter pilots was a major factor in
convincing a bumbling Herman Goering that the Luftwaffe could not gain
air superiority over England and thus permit the “Operation Lion” invasion
to have any chance of success. The tenacity of Hugh Dowding, (later Sir
and then Lord) C-in-C Fighter Command who fought so gallantly to
ensure Fighter Command was adequately equipped, ensured the
narrow victory. The detail in the book was extremely thorough and
took a lot of concentration on my part to follow. The stories, anecdotes
and tales of the actual dogfights were enthralling. What enhanced the book was that
both sides of the BoB are presented. If you are an aviation history buff, this book is
for you. Thank you, Brian, and the EAA members who signed the book.
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DOES HOMEBUILDING MAKE SENSE? - by Régo Burger Chapter 778 Port Elizabeth
Well yes as long as some bureaucratic organisation (no names mentioned) does not try to regulate it our hobby
off the planet. To everything in life there are pros and cons… When I embarked on an automotive conversion it
was purely wallet related. Working 8 hours a day overtime to buy an aero engine would have taken me another
15 years. The next question one asks is what type of reduction drive does one use? I opted for a belted option
as opposed to a gearbox with the original thoughts that the belt would be more suitable and less noisy and
hopefully simply to DIY repair. The internal combustion engine has not change too much since 1903 or has it?
Pistons, rings, bearings and cranks have not changed much but all the ancillaries have sure. Now why can't the
motor manufacturers not design engines that rev slower??? A PSRU was a must. Direct drive would limit my
much needed BHP in cruise and I am still 15% off my dream mark.
I had imported a PSRU unit while the R/$ rate was still 4:1 and now after 100hrs of flying I noticed it needed
some attention. The designer of this unit worked on pure simplicity at the time and a shoulder less shaft was
the easiest to produce… little did I expect some shaft drift with time would pound the rear plate. I was also
using the unit in pusher configuration which was not its original design function. Coupled with internal bearing
block movement, the shaft had impacted the rear plate cutting a groove into the aluminium face.
I have since stripped everything and proceeded to make minor changes that I hope improve things to avoid
repeating the same errors again.

Outer race
thrust washer

Pusher retaining
bush spacer

Drift damage

Assembly
Heating hub

Heating bearing block

Régo’s Fish Eagle

Bearing block

I have made spacer bushing front and back so this unit can be used for tractor or pusher with little or no
possibility of shaft migration in the bearings. The bearings are press fitted to the max tolerance allowed for
bearings requiring a robust press. My 20 ton press was overkill but did the job just fine. The hub and bearings
had to be removed with heat treatment. I made the burner from 1/4" brass tube drilling 5 holes to evenly
spread the heat. Bearing in mind that this was a 100hr MPI, the total cost was not too bad, but please realise
the labour was for my own account and is therefore written off as school fees. Bearings - R275, new Belt - R765,
machining - R950. This translated to R20/hour for the required maintenance over the years of impact damage
or wear. The methods learned where fun, playing with new tools again, and a project junky's dream. If this job
had been given to an AMO one wonders what the bill would have come to? Estimates between R6-R8k have
been branded about over the odd bar talk. Well, if so, that would have pushed the hourly rate up to R80/hr.
One then wonders if the changes would have been made to reduce the wear and tear, or if it would have been
left to generate that much needed built-in failure to generate cash flow again later in a marked slump with the
credit crunch. If my corrective steps taken indeed reduce the error the costs should be far less next time round
on my scheduled inspection.
Further improvements: I have since had the exhaust boxes aluminium coated for a less rustic appearance. All oil
and fuel hoses have been changed. 2 tyres really inflated the costs (excuse the pun) as they are Goodyears. New
plugs oil and oil filter all brought this entire project to its knees at <R5,000 rounding off the hourly rate to
R50/hr. And you are still wondering whether you should build your own aeroplane?
years and I am fast approaching 50!
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To all you folks with projects in mothballs… light that fire under your comfortable TV watching couch and get
back into the garage or workshop. Make that dream of yours a reality. For those who know the old story, God
waited 100 years for Noah to finish the ark, and there is no record of his wife divorcing him, on the contrary
they both went on a family cruise, I do not think your spouse has the same patience with you so get on with it,
at least she knows where you are. People have asked me to write a book about converting auto engines, the
truth is the engine does not know it is not in a car. Instead of turning a clutch and gearbox it's turning a
propeller, converting that energy into thrust. Finding the right match is the secret. Find out what others have
done and learn from their experience. Just as a would-be aircraft designer gleans off those who have done it in
the past, the same principle applies. Risk is reduced by shared experience.
Happy building and flying…
Régo

LETTERS

Hello Karl, I hope you have had a great festive season and that you will enjoy our
"blue skies" in 2011. Thank you for the newsletter which I have posted under
magazines at www.misasa.co.za - the direct page link is
http://weboonline.com/MISASA/flipstorewebsite.php?catID=159 - Alan Mackenzie

Hi Guys, can you please help. I started something and a friend took it to the next level. See below! Can
You forward this to as many people as possible Please! See www.projectdreamwings.co.za I include
banking details which several folk have asked for. Arthur Piercy Bank - NEDBANK Branch - MENLYN
Branch Code - 160545 Account Number - 1605224758 Account type - CHEQUE Account holder - A D PIERCY
Jannie said his compass is losing fluid. There is no trace of a leak and I'm just curious as to where it is all going?
How difficult is it to top up? I've never filled one, but it seems someone on the Vans Air Force site is having the
same issue....a reply suggested this article. http://www.eaa448.org/Downloads/EAA448May09.pdf
- Chris van Hoof
Dear Stephen (Theron), I would like to thank you and everyone involved in last night’s visit to the SAA Simulator
Centre and especially for the rare opportunity to actually fly a right hand circuit at OR Tambo from the right
seat. On behalf of everyone I would like to express a very special thank you to our two retired captains who
spent an extraordinary amount of time teaching us about the simulator and coaching us so that we did not
crash the 747 on landing. I have managed to obtain some excellent pictures and will be undertaking an article in
the March edition of African Pilot. For this reason I would like to ask everyone to send me a brief CV on your
flying experience / aircraft types / build project as well as your passion for aviation. If I have missed someone
via this email communication please could you send this to them so that everyone can make contact with me.
Please send your information to editor@africanpilot.co.za.
Thank you. Athol Franz, Editor - African Pilot Magazine
Hi Karl
Before I was involved with homebuilding, Chapter 870 was based in Klerksdorp and run by Jeff Levy. For various
reasons that don't interest me, it was moved to Kroonstad and this has worked well except that the distances
are not conducive to good interaction. Is it not a good idea to register a new Chapter for Klerksdorp as we
have at least 21 homebuilders in Klerksdorp? Your thoughts?
Regards Cliff Lotter
I saw the Switchblade concept mock-up at Oshkosh 2009 - revolutionary concept - discussed with them: Local
franchise? http://www.samsonmotorworks.com/ Leon Erwee
Hi Paul (Lastrucci),
Congratulations on being elected to the ‘hot seat’!
It has come as a surprise to me that I was ‘shoe-horned’ into the upper echelons of the EAA especially as I was
unable to attend the meeting on Saturday due to a bout with some serious ‘flu’. I can assure you that you have
my full support! I look forward to working with you and the other appointees (and congratulations to them as
well!).
Whatever the problems are that plague the EAA at present can be dealt with…. one at a time! Prioritise and
execute!
I look forward to our first meeting!
Regards, Noel Otten
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ADVICE ON ACCOMMODATION AT PHALABORWA - Willie van der Walt, recipient of the EAA Sun n Fun Longest
Distance Travelled Trophy to Sun n Fun at Rustenburg.
Beste almal , hiermee wil ek graag almal
in kennis stel dat ons gastehuis nou voltooi
is en indien julle weet van iemand wat 'n
behoefte het om in Phalaborwa te kom
oorslaap, hulle na my te verwys. Kostes
kan so min as R100 per persoon per nag wees.
Groete , Willie tourinfo@intekom.co.za 083 580 5703
AIRCRAFT MARSHALLING SIGNALS TO REFRESH YOUR MEMORY – courtesy Ron van Lear

This gate-facing me

Turn left – from
Pilot’s point of view

Proceed to the
Next signal man

Straight ahead

Turn right – from
Pilot’s point of view

Release
brakes

I am fitting a more powerful Lycoming to my
aircraft. The 0-300 is a first run engine with engine
mount firewall forward total time of 1640 hrs. This
silk smooth running engine is complete with
alternator, Skytec starter, oil filter conversion,
Millennium cylinders. R60G.

Slow down

Normal stop

Cut engines

Emergency stop

Set brakes

Affirm – all clear

So what do you
think of Mad Cow
Disease?

Mooo! It doesn’t affect
me, Irene, I’m a
helicopter!

Karl Jensen 082 331 4652 karlpix@icon.co.za
Tailpiece: Son, you're going to have to make up
your mind about growing up and becoming a pilot.
You can't do both.

The work of some Harrier enthusiast, angry at the UK
Government’s retirement of the RAF Harrier fleet apologies to sensitive readers
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